“In the Locker Room”
Friday Workshops
“Extend Your FFA Journey” – Ciera Ballmer, Rylee Black and Travis Cadman
We all know we can’t wear our corduroy jackets forever, and we will have to hang up our jerseys at the
end of the season. But how can we continue with FFA after we hang up our jerseys? Learn more about
how we can continue our FFA journey. We will hear from some MVP’s about how they have extended
their own FFA journey during the “fifth quarter.”
“Get Your Head in the Game” – Dani Angotti, Laura Munger and Ashley Zimmerman
Get reflective! In this workshop, we will recognize our purpose and see the potential within ourselves
and the FFA Organization. We will become conscious of the time we have left as FFA members, and will
learn how to make the most of it. By reflecting on our previous experiences, we will discover new ways
to impact others and help get our heads in the game!
“In The Weight Room” – Brenna Bays, Kari Fischer and Sarah VanAsten
Get your gym clothes on and those dumbbells out, we’re headed to the weight room! Exercising your
body to build your physical strength is just as important as exercising your mind to build and find your
leadership strengths. Together we will identify our strengths and learn how we can “exercise” them
within our chapters and lives!
“Revamping the Playbook” – Caleb Green and Hannah Taylor
The playbook has some great old plays, but a few of them may need some TLC in order to be successful
again. Our FFA playbooks have some of these as well. We will look at what activities from our playbook
could use some revamping, discuss ways to improve them, and set a plan to make the changes we want
to see.

Saturday Workshops
“Chapter Huddle” – Ciera Ballmer, Rylee Black and Travis Cadman
Timeout! Let’s take a second to watch that instant replay. We need to look at how our team performed in
the first half and come up with a game plan for the rest of the game. In the Halftime Chapter Huddle, we
will expand our knowledge of team relationship building and conflict resolution.
“The Game Plan” – Dani Angotti, Laura Munger and Ashley Zimmerman
Every successful team has a well-thought out game plan. When our chapters plan an event, they need
to come up with a game plan including the who, what, when, where and how. In this workshop, we will
learn the steps to planning a successful event and begin planning a new event to take back to our
chapter.
“It’s Game Time” – Brenna Bays, Kari Fischer and Sarah VanAsten
Just like in practice, you’ve worked hard to get to game day. Here at the Half-Time Conference, we have
strengthened our leadership abilities. Now is your chance to bring that back home to your chapter. Let’s
explore how to build our teams and make it to the championship. Get up, it’s YOUR game day! U-RahRah!
“Signing the Deal” – Caleb Green and Hannah Taylor
The first step to awards, scholarships, colleges and “signing the deal” is filling out an application. But
let’s admit it, applications are frustrating and scary. In this workshop, we will explore how and why to fill
out applications for FFA awards, scholarships, colleges and careers.

